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Starting Out with C++: Early Objects (8th Edition)Pearson Education, 2013

	Tony Gaddis’s accessible, step-by-step presentation helps beginners understand the important details necessary to become skilled programmers at an introductory level. Gaddis motivates the study of both programming skills and the C++ programming language by presenting all the details needed to understand the “how” and the...
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Android FragmentsApress, 2014

	Android Fragments is a 100-page quick start accelerated guide to learning and quickly using Android fragments. You'll learn how to code for fragments; deal with config changes; code for regular vs. fragmented dialogs; work with preferences and saving state; work with the compatibility library; and handle advanced async tasks and...
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Advances in Lithium-Ion BatteriesSpringer, 2002

	In the decade since the introduction of the first commercial lithium-ion battery research and development on virtually every aspect of the chemistry and engineering of these systems has proceeded at unprecedented levels. This book is a snapshot of the state-of-the-art and where the work is going in the near future. The book is intended not...
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Beginning HTML5 Media: Make the most of the new video and audio standards for the WebApress, 2015

	Beginning HTML5 Media, Second Edition is a comprehensive introduction to HTML5 video and audio. The HTML5 video standard enables browsers to support audio and video elements natively. This makes it very easy for web developers to publish audio and video, integrating both within the general presentation of web pages. For example,...
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SAP Business ONE ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2009
SAP Business ONE brings the power of the SAP ERP platform to small and mid-size companies. It offers fast-growing companies the same ERP capabilities used in world-wide conglomerates and major corporations. SAP Business ONE is powerful, and to fully harness it takes careful planning.
This book will provide you with a guide to install and...
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Practical DV Filmmaking, Second EditionFocal Press, 2005
Since this book was first published in its first edition in 2002, it appeared to be prepared for the brave
new world of the DV revolution. But in the accelerated development of current filmmaking, it later
needed much revising to reflect what could be termed the post-revolutionary DV world. Arrivals such
as streaming, web film and...
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Project Management Nation : Goals for the New and Practicing IT Project Manager - Guidance, Tools, Templates and Techniques that Work!John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Organizations depend on IT project managers to support overall business strategies with clear-cut benefits and advantages. As the bridge between the larger business strategy and the functional project level, project managers are expected to ensure key benefits such as reduced delivery costs, accelerated product-to-market speed, focus on client...
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Hands-On GPU Programming with Python and CUDA: Explore high-performance parallel computing with CUDAPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build GPU-accelerated high performing applications with Python 2.7, CUDA 9, and open source libraries such as PyCUDA and scikit-cuda. We recommend the use of Python 2.7 as this version has stable support across all libraries used in this book.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get to grips with GPU programming...
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Mastering UDK Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Eight projects specifically designed to help you exploit the Unreal Development Kit to its full potential


	Overview

	
		Guides you through advanced projects that help augment your skills with UDK by practical example.
	
		Comes complete with all the art assets and additional resources that you need...
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Cancer Precursors: Epidemiology, Detection, and PreventionSpringer, 2002

	Dramatic advances in our understanding of cancer causation have

	come from epidemiologic and laboratory research, particularly

	over the past two decades. These developments have included

	a broadening interest in the critical events that take place during

	the early stages of the dynamic multistep process leading to invasive...
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A Practical Guide to Trusted ComputingIBM Press, 2008
Use Trusted Computing to Make PCs Safer, More Secure, and More Reliable 
 

Every year, computer security threats become more severe. Software alone can no longer adequately defend against them: what’s needed is secure hardware. The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) makes...
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MBA in a Nutshell: The Classic Accelerated Learner ProgramMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Master MBA key concepts without stepping foot in a classroom


	Save yourself the thousands of dollars it cost for an MBA education. Dr. Milo Sobel presents core concepts taught in prestigious MBA programs such as Harvard, Wharton, and Stanfordâ€•without the heavy price tag and heavier classroom hours.


	With MBA...
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